Reviews and testimonials
Five quick quotes from the
educational press...
Tense Buster is well thought-out, motivating and
systematic in its approach.
IATEFL Newsletter
Recommended to institutions that place a
premium on tutoring courseware.
Modern EnglishTeacher
Tense Buster is very popular with students,
attractive and easy to use.
British Council Network News
The learner training elements of the course are
extremely worthy in that they encourage learners
to reflect on why they are learning, how they can
help themselves, and how much time they
can/will spend on the given grammar area.
TESL-EJ
The Bottom Line: Tense Buster will be a good
addition to the collection of academic and public
libraries that count non-native English speakers
and their instructors among their patrons.
Library Journal
Carrie Macfarlane, Instructional Services,
Widener Library, Harvard University

... and from teachers

Tense Buster is a very practical product. The
exercises are of interest to a wide range of
students and can be used in a variety of contexts.
They are useful both in class and for self-access
use.
Chris Copland
Royal Holloway College
University of London
I have found Tense Buster a most excellent
teaching tool! The students who have started
using it enjoy doing the exercises and I feel that
they are really beginning to show the benefits of
using the software.
Suzanne Wanzala-Ryan
Bradford College

Just a handful of Tense Buster users...
 The British Council worldwide
(227 schools)
 Ministry of Education, Malaysia
(800 schools)
 Language Instruction for Newcomers to
Canada program
(100 schools)
 Madrid Education Authority
(online for schools)
 Ministry of Education, UAE
(country-wide licence for schools)

The grammar content is very comprehensive with
lots of activities and plenty of variety...
María Lera
Universidad Antonio de Nebrija
... Tense Buster is top of the list because it is so
extensive, thorough, and in my opinion, so well
designed in terms of the learning process.
Deanne Hall
Western Springs College
I have been very pleased with the way that Tense
Buster has both motivated students generally, as
they are all keen to use computers, and also
helped them to develop their grammatical
awareness.
Mary Osmaston
Blackburn College
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